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Business and Innovation

It's more than obvious that since the crash of 2008 a new approach to the way
business are created and managed need to be taken in consideration: more inclusive
alternative ways and long term strategies are needed in order to reduce the risk of
future crises. More than that, a new model based on social value, collaboration and
offering participative ownership, creating and distributing wealth and well-being
equally seem to be the right answer towards the creation of a more sustainable
business model. Financial services have played a crucial role in most developed
countries and were the source of rapid growth in the past decades. This has been
now questioned and innovation has been brought to the agenda; there is a huge
necessity for new and innovative creative companies.
One of the key necessities in the current economic climate is to promote innovation
as an essential tool for individuals, companies and governments. In this perspective,
it's interesting to analyse this new way of thinking and to observe that most people
seem to agree that the state can't be entirely responsible for the creation and
distribution of wealth or to promote innovative initiatives. Private companies are now
recognised as part of the equation and indeed play a major role in society, whilst
smaller companies can be key to innovation.
Within businesses, there's also an economic evidence concerning the benefits that
participative and collaborative relationships between employers and employees can
deliver to business performance, opening possibilities and new ways that companies
can operate. A culture of openness most influenced by the advent of new
technologies, the web and open source are influencing companies and the office
space.
Although from one side there's a huge space for innovation and optimism, it's
important to realise that the scenario is still bleak and economies in most developed
countries are still struggling and recovery has been very slow. In these countries
specifically, political response and austerity are making the situation even more
difficult in many ways. Important to notice though that a new model that privileges
innovation and openness are necessary and perhaps the only viable way now and in
the future.
Developing countries also are in need to promote new initiatives that will accelerate
the adoption of a new innovative approach to business that will help them to rethink
and work in a more sustainable way.
This paper considers some trends and predictions and tries to draw an innovative
strategy for a brand content company focused in film and digital media that will evolve
to a manufacture of design products and fashion products in the next decades.

The Business
RA* is a multidisciplinary creative practice that will focus on content creation for the
web (video, shows, storytelling), music and graphic design and will eventually evolve
to manufacture, product design and design services in the future. It will reinvent itself
every 7 years, closing for business for a year, in order to identify new markets and
emerging technologies and possible areas of operation.
The company will focus on two main areas: content and creative technology. These
two areas were carefully picked based on my personal experience in digital media
and advertising and the framework I've been developing parallel to the Business and
Innovation unit. Among the observations and experiences gathered during the
research I’ve been involved, we can point out: first, the necessity of creating more
compelling and innovative ways for communication using new digital technologies
available today. Second, the possibility to expand and innovate in a growing number
of sectors such as web film, game, fashion and advertising and related services.
Third, the possibility for new ideas and innovative products and services based on
emerging technologies. And lastly, the changes that this process can create (and it is
already creating) on the job market and within companies; and obviously new career
possibilities in the creative industries.
Today, although there're exciting ways to distribute content on the web, quality and
revenue are still a challenge. So, initially, the priority would be to identify viable ways to
distribute digital content and generate revenue in a medium term. This can be
achieved by offering good content in the first place, but also taking other
entertainment platforms in consideration, such as gaming and music.
Another interesting field to be explored is creative technologies; fields such as creative
coding and creative software have been expanding strongly in the recent years.
In a longer term, we must pay special attention to emerging technologies such as
rapid prototyping that are already changing the way products are manufactured;
specially 3D printing. This will certainly impact on the way business are managed and
will offer interesting opportunities for participative and collaborative business models.
3D printing is becoming very popular and will disrupt and democratise supply chains,
generating further fragmentations in manufacture, which will open opportunities for
more product designers and smaller players.
By moving from content to manufacture, RA* represents a transition between a
centric way to manufacture and develop products to a more democratic and
descentralised way to produce, distribute and share potential profits. It reinforces
partnership and new collaborative workflows. It is also interesting to point out that it

will represent a transition between software (digital content) to hardware (physical
products).

The content opportunity
With more affordable video equipment available on the market, a trend that started
with cheaper cameras few years ago, specially the Canon 5D camera, making films
became a very hot trend. By adopting video websites such as Youtube and Vimeo,
videographers and filmmakers could distribute their creations easily and effectively to
a global audience. The amount of content has increased exponentially and audience
have been moving away from television in favor of digital channels. No at surprise
perhaps, many advertising companies and brands started looking for video content
and longer formats than the typical 30 seconds TV advert.
RA* will focus on offering film content, investing on its own creations. The idea is to
offer documentaries and films and distribute them via the web. This will create
interesting opportunities in different sectors as well. For example, films can be
accompanied by games and apps, which can be sold for mobiles and tablets in
different markets. The content will be crafted for multi platform, allowing a buyer to
experience the content in different ways.
Short films are traditionally perceived as a not profitable medium. Although this true in
most cases, the format, though, is perfect for today's “fragmented way of consuming
content”. Digital stores also allow people to buy separated chapters or chopped
content for an accessible price. This offers a unique opportunity for the creation of
“fragmented storytelling”.
RA* will also work on commision based projects for companies, producing content
for other brands, for example. Branded content is gaining some ground and many
clients are taking notice of the potential of using entertainment as a valuable channel
to connect with consumers. Branded content is a relatively new form of advertising
medium that blurs conventional distinctions between what constitutes advertising and
what constitutes entertainment. Branded content is essentially a fusion of the two into
one product intended to be distributed as entertainment content, albeit with a highly
branded quality. Unlike conventional forms of entertainment content, branded content
is generally funded entirely by a brand or corporation rather than, for example, a
movie studio or a group of producers. Branded entertainment is used in events and
installations, film, video games, music, the internet, and television. (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Branded_content). We can point out a number of examples of
branded content such as:

Jaguar's Desire 12 minute
film produced by Ridley Scott
Associates. The film was first
shown at the Sundance
London film and music festival, and today made its debut on Youtube.

Vice is a North American
magazine that is focused on
international arts, culture,
and news topics. The
publication is available free of
charge in twenty-eight
countries and is financed by
advertising.
Vice's videos and
documentaries, such as the
"Vice Guide to Travel", are
accessible on the Internetbased Vice channel.

A Love Story In Milk is a
short film made by Catsnake
on commission from Friends
of the Earth. Catsnake is a
leading creative online video
company, specialising in
“stories with a soul and
movies with a message”.
Their are specialised in
branded content.

The Greatest Movie Ever
Sold is documentary about
branding, advertising and
product placement that is
financed and made possible
by brands, advertising and
product placement.

Creative technology
What’s creative coding?
Programming plays a huge
role in the world that
surrounds us, and though its
uses are often purely
functional, there is a growing
community of artists who use
the language of code as their
medium. Their work includes
everything from computer
generated art to elaborate
interactive installations, all
with the goal of expanding
our sense of what is possible
with digital tools. To simplify
the coding process, several
platforms and libraries have
been assembled to allow
coders to cut through the
nitty-gritty of programming
and focus on the creative

As a multidisciplinary practice, RA* will also work on installations and creative coding
projects. Creative Coding is rapidly becoming a very popular topic all around the
world. It involves the creation of high-tech interactive digital artworks by using opensource as well as affordable commercial tools and hardware that was not available
before. The creative coding philosophy is also about how to make programming and
computer technology more accessible to artists and designers, thus allowing to create artworks and design prototypes faster, cheaper and with less effort than before
(Pixelache).
We can point out some programming libraries such as Processing, openFrameworks
and Cinder. These libraries allow creative developers, designers and artists to create
software for visual arts and design and interactive installations.
This is particularly interesting because by creating software and making it open, we
collaborate to a bigger community of creative developers, which also makes it easier
for RA* to establish itself as a successful multidisciplinary company. Depending on the
nature of the project it can hire freelance developers accordingly. We can retain some
intellectual property or share it completely, depending on the circumstance, project or
client. Naturally, the business will privilege to open source its solutions, contributing to
a diverse and fruitful creative market.
Creative coding may represent a growing area for other companies as well. It helps
them cut costs and save resources, as it can be used for the development of new
tools - as United Visual Artists and their d3 technologies tool - and/or expand existing
ones, such as Autodesk Maya and The Foundry Nuke. It also can represent an opportunity for business, installations, digital interactive software, and things of the sort.

aspects of the project. These
platforms all share a strong
open source philosophy that
encourages growth and
experimentation, creating a
rich community of artists that
share their strategies and
work with unprecedented
openness. (Lisa Romagnoli,
Associate Producer)

Also, with the trend of new gadgets and technology, such as Google Glass, creative
development is something that will continue to grow on the next years and probably
decades, as new ways to approach and interact with computers, people and software will need to be designed and thought.

Examples of interactive
applications created by the
use of creative coding.
Images collected from
toxiclibs.org and
processing.org

Examples of applications,
graphics and 3D printed
products made by the use of
creative coding tools.
Images collected from
toxiclibs.org and
processing.org

7 years innovation cycle
In order to keep up to date with emerging technologies and to comprehend future
scenarios, RA* will close for business every 7 years, and will spend the 8th year focusing on internal projects, research and development and creating partnerships.
This seems to be a necessary approach since it will be the only effective way to keep
the company ahead of the competitors.
On the first eight year cycle, RA* will establish itself as a multidisciplinary brand content company producing from films, games and apps to software and installations.
Partly because of my personal experience working in marketing and advertising with
digital media. I think there're a lot of opportunities for a company offering content and
technology.
On the second eight year cycle, the company will enter some areas of product design, but continuing developing content for digital media. Perhaps the priority will be
to create my own broadcast channel and try to establish as well a distribution company working with different directors and content producers. Regarding product design, RA* is taking in consideration the technologies available today, such as 3D printing that will certainly become even more popular in this timeframe.
Third cycle will focus on adapting manufacture and business models towards a more
open approach. The idea is to collaborate with customers making them co-creators.
This way customers will not only get a unique product, but will also have the opportunity to get a share of the profit on the product that they will help create, allowing them
to commercially explore the design created for them and by them.
Forth cycle will focus on further development of collaborative product development
and partnerships.

Short term horizon
RA* will initially focus on self projects such as documentaries, short films and games.
This is extremely important as it will define how the brand will be perceived by potential clients. We will market our products by using targeted ads on search engines,
social networks, etc. Short films can be easily promoted in local festivals and on sites
such as Vimeo and Youtube. Music can be licensed and promoted the same way as
the videos. Installations are relatively easy to create and promote on creative technology blogs and creative developer discussion websites.
Second step will be start pitching for work in agencies and directly on specific
brands, depending on the revenue generated by launching our own games and films.
Although we can produce brand content for brands, we will have our own production,
which is crucial to keep the company creatively in shape. This will allow us to focus
on special projects and quality.

Long term horizon and the future of manufacturing
Since the dawn of the Industrial Revolution, rapid globalisation has contributed to
huge changes in the manufacturing ecosystem, which has helped shape new realities
for countries, companies and people around the globe. It has been a key driver for
prosperity and has impacted in the way competition takes place between developed
and emerging countries and companies; politically and economically.
Among the factors that have enabled this change in manufacturing, we can include
bilateral and multilateral trade agreements (and a decrease in protectionism), digital
technology and communication (which has also accelerated not just how institutions
operate financially but the deconstructing design and supply chains processes).
If initially emerging economies were targeted by companies and developed nations as
low-cost labour suppliers, now many of these countries have developed manufacturing and innovation capabilities allowing them to produce increasingly advanced
manufactured products. This directly has contributed for a escalation in wages and
costs, a phenomenon previously observed in developed nations, bringing more people to the consumer market. The new emerging middle class in developing countries
represent an attractive opportunity for many companies and countries. The multiplier
effect and social impact is very clear here.
It is undeniable the powerful influence that changes in manufacturing have caused in
the macroeconomic and political sphere. It also demonstrates a new competitive
scenario in which innovation plays a crucial role. As access to raw materials and environment concerns take more place on the agenda, it seems clear that the fragmentation in supply chains will continue as well as digital production is more deeply, efficiently and vastly adopted.

NIKEiD is a service provided
by Nike allowing customers
to personalize their own Nike
merchandise. They offer
online services as well as
physical NIKEiD studios in
different countries around the
world. This sort of
experience will grow and get
even more complex, allowing
customers to develop and
customise their own
products with much less
restriction that today in
experiences such as NikeID.
RA* will promote digital
platforms that will make
costumers co-creators.

The Future Is Medieval is the
fourth studio album released
by English rock band Kaiser
Chiefs. The album was
uniquely promoted in the
United Kingdom, as copies
purchased from the band's
website could contain a
tracklisting chosen by the
purchaser. Each album could
contain ten of any of the
twenty-three tracks available
on the digital deluxe version
of the album, and each individual album artwork could
be edited to the purchaser's
design. Purchasers could
also share their version of the
album, and for every other
buyer who chooses to purchase their version, they earn
£1.

The future of manufacturing will be defined by the collaboration between governments, society and businesses and how they interact and collaborate among themselves in the creation and maintenance of favourable conditions for innovation. Here,
we can point out some trends that will certainly play a major role in how manufacture
takes place in the next decades and how innovation can be the drive for it.
One of the possibilities I assume is a further fragmentation in production, which will be
particularly attractive as it will allow products to be produced globally in many different
countries and based on local demand. It will represent not just a possibility for new
companies, but will potentially contribute for an increase in efficiency. Environment
and sustainability are becoming top priority and will play a major role in the manufacturing chain in any country specially considering the growing competition for materials
and resources and the necessity of clean affordable energy.
This will certainly lead to new forms of innovation in business, management models,
and emerging technologies and will impact on how products are sold and consumed.
Based on that, the company will focus on new ways to create products and sell
them, making customers active creative partners, who will be able to get a share of
the profits on the products that they co-create. The products created collaboratively
along with customers will be licensed.

Example of 3D printed design object. More here.

Example of 3D printed design object. More here.

Revenue
As said previously, 3D printing and rapid prototyping will democratise production and
will open new possibilities for small players. As the technology becomes more accessible, we can expect more innovative products. From there, we must have new forms
of business that will take in consideration the environment, people and social value,
as a sustainable approach. With this in mind, it’s more than expected ownership and
profitability will also be fragmented; which in other words, means companies being
more democratic and sharing revenues with customers.
If predictions are correct, economies will start investing more on manufacture and on
producing real goods as a way to rebalance economies to the detriment of financial
services, which means a good perspective for companies willing to invest in manufacture and more participative initiatives.
So, just to recap, on the initial phase of the company, revenue will come from brand
content and digital content. This will eventually evolve for a customer-partner relationship on design products and licensing.
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